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Abstract
We argue that in the context of string theory a large number N of connected degenerate supersymmetric vacua will lead to
a ground state for the universe with a small, non-zero cosmological constant. For concreteness, we imagine a history where
quantum fluctuations in any one vacuum give an energy density ∼ H2m2pl but the universe quickly cascades to a state of energy
density ∼ H 2m2pl/N at the beginning of inflation. A similar process can occur at the electroweak and other phase transitions.
The wavefunction of the universe becomes a superposition of many string vacua.
 2005 Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.There has long been a cosmological constant prob-
lem [1]. Naïvely, quantum fluctuations in the vacuum
give an energy density ρ ∼ m4pl. In an unbroken su-
persymmetric world bosonic and fermionic fluctua-
tions cancel, so a better estimate is probably ρ0 ∼
m˜2m2pl, where m˜ is a scale appropriate to supersym-
metry breaking. Recent observations [2,3] have led
to a consensus that there exists dark energy giving
Ω ∼ 0.7 or ρde ∼ 10−10 eV4 for the total energy den-
sity of the Universe. It can be identified with a posi-
tive cosmological constant, Λde, by ρde = Λde/8πGN.
Further, during the history of the Universe, vacuum
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Open access under CC BY liceenergy that is like a cosmological constant will be
generated at phase transitions; at the electroweak tran-
sition Λew ∼ (100 GeV)2, at the QCD confinement
transition ΛQCD ∼ (250 MeV)2, and perhaps at others.
These scales are much larger than Λde. The cosmolog-
ical constant problem(s) require solving at least three
logically separate but possibly related issues: (1) The
quantum fluctuation contribution to the energy den-
sity ρ0 ∼ m˜2m2pl must be reduced to, or below, ρde.
(2) The various contributions at phase transitions need
to be similarly dealt with. Both of these problems
can be thought of as huge fine tunings that need to
be explained. (3) The residual “dark energy” of or-
der 10−10 eV4 also needs to be explained. Many quite
different and interesting analyses of the cosmologi-nse.
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[4–7,13]. We do not aim to criticize them. However,
it should be kept in mind that approaches to the third
must still explain the first two. Our approach aims to
solve the first two of these, and may be relevant to the
third.
We formulate our approach in terms of a com-
pactified string theory, and assume for concreteness
the compact manifold is Calabi–Yau. This is a par-
ticular limit of M-theory, and we do not yet know
whether this is nature’s choice. If our approach leads
to progress in understanding the cosmological con-
stant problem(s), either the approach can be gener-
alized to other limits of M-theory, or it is evidence
for our assumptions. On a Calabi–Yau space, the ef-
fective four-dimensional cosmological constant is ex-
pected to be zero before supersymmetry breaking [8].
Each topologically distinct Calabi–Yau space has a
large “moduli” space of scalar fields. The absence of
massless scalars in nature means that quantum cor-
rections must have broken the moduli space up into
isolated points by the introduction of a potential V .
Extensive discussion of such potentials has recently
been given in [5,10], although there are important dif-
ferences between their picture and ours. The number
of possible vacuum states N is thought to be enor-
mous with estimates that range from  1012 [11],
to perhaps far more than 10138 [10]. While our ar-
gument below assumes a potential with many string
minima, our potential is not the same as that stud-
ied in [10] since for us supersymmetry is broken
by the inflaton energy density, and we use the as-
sumed properties of this potential specifically at the
beginning of inflation, where we know the universe
is described by de Sitter space, rather than more ab-
stractly.
We argue that we live in the ground state of the
complete potential. The properties of our world are
determined by being in this state and not by the
properties of any single string vacuum. Although
classically one might live in a single minimum, in
quantum mechanics the wavefunction is spread over
many minima. This phenomenon is well established
and is responsible for the band structure of solids.
Thus it may well be that the true cosmological con-
stant is small in the ground state even though it is
large if calculated perturbatively about any single vac-
uum.Our argument is basically that mixing of N de-
generate string vacua by normal quantum mechanical
level repulsion leads to a ground state with energy
density of order the initial density divided by N . For
reasonable string theoretic values of N the resulting
energy density can be what is observed or less. Our ap-
proach is relevant for a particular sort of universe with
a particular history which we now describe. We em-
phasize that we assume this universe and history, and
do not justify them here. What we assume is consistent
with current approaches and data. If the actual uni-
verse and its history are different, our approach may
be irrelevant.
We assume that initially the multi-dimensional uni-
verse is Planck sized. Then three space dimensions
begin to inflate. The inflaton energy density ρinf ∼
H 2m2pl breaks supersymmetry and generates a poten-
tial for the many string theory minima, which we as-
sume remain degenerate to within THawking ∼ √Λinf.
We expect that the curvature of the potential at the
bottom of each well is determined mainly by the
supersymmetry-breaking scale, which is the Hubble
parameter H at the beginning of inflation [15]. The
wavefunction of the universe spreads over many min-
ima. These vacuum states mix via the Hawking–Moss
instanton since the universe is in a finite de Sitter space
at the beginning of inflation [9].
We argue that a generalized level repulsion then
generates an energy band structure, with the lowest
level energy density of order H 2m2pl/N , where N is
now (estimated below) the number of string vacua that
mix strongly in the wave function superposition. All of
this occurs during inflation, as the universe relaxes to
the ground state. After that the development of the uni-
verse is conventional, with inflation ending in the big
bang as the inflaton energy is released into particles.
Thus questions involving asymptotic de Sitter space,
decoherence, cluster decomposition, etc., do not arise
once the universe is in the ground state.
We now describe various technical aspects of this
scenario. We first use a simple one-dimensional quan-
tum mechanical model to illustrate how much the
lowest level is decreased as a function of the num-
ber of connected vacua, and then turn to the phys-
ically relevant calculation in the inflationary de Sit-
ter space. Consider a particle of mass m moving
in a periodic potential of unit period with V (x) =
V0(1 − cos(2πx))/2, with minima at x = n for inte-
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harmonic oscillator with ω = √2π2V0/m. With one
such minimum, one would expect the ground state
energy to be roughly h¯ω/2. However, the true quan-
tum mechanical ground state of this system does not
occur when the particle’s wavefunction is concen-
trated at the bottom of one of the wells, but rather,
by Bloch’s theorem, one which is non-vanishing in
each of the minima of the potential. Then the highly
degenerate initial state is replaced by a band of en-
ergies. One can approximately calculate the allowed
energy band by using instanton methods. This general-
izes well for our purposes. Consider states |n〉 that are
simple harmonic oscillator ground states of the parti-
cle at the minima x = n. The true eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian are Bloch waves, eigenstates of the trans-
lation operator. A trial Bloch state wavefunction can
be written |θ〉 =
√
1
2π
∑
n e
inθ |n〉, where 0 θ  2π .
Since 〈n′|n〉 = δn′,n, 〈θ ′|θ〉 = δ(θ ′ − θ). Consider the
matrix element Mθ ′,θ = 〈θ ′|e−HtE/h¯|θ〉, where H is
the Hamiltonian. As the Euclidean time parameter tE
becomes large, Mθ ′,θ → δ(θ ′ − θ)e−E(θ)tE/h¯ where
E(θ) is the energy of the lowest Bloch wave labeled
by θ . Contributions from other eigenstates are sup-
pressed relative to that of the ground state energy E(θ)
for tE → ∞.
Rewriting,Mθ ′,θ =∑n′,n〈θ ′|n′〉〈n′|e−HtEh¯ |n〉〈n|θ〉,
in order to use the instanton method [12]. The Hamil-
tonian will allow the possibility of a particle local-
ized at x = n to tunnel through to x = n ± 1. This
barrier penetration problem can be solved by the
WKB method and results in 〈n ± 1|e−HtE/h¯|n〉 ∼
〈n|e−HtE/h¯|n〉KtEe−S0/h¯ where S0 is usually called
the instanton action, and +(−) refer to (anti)-instanton
contribution and where K is the WKB prefactor.
A calculation gives Mθ ′,θ = e2KtE cos θ ′e−S0/h¯ δ(θ −
θ ′)e−
ωtE
2
. By comparing this with the definition of
E(θ) we see that E(θ) = h¯ω2 −2h¯K cos θe−S0/h¯. Thus
there is a continuum band of width E = 4h¯Ke−S0/h¯
corresponding to 0  θ  π with the lowest energy
state depressed relative to the simple estimate by an
amount 2h¯Ke−S0/h¯. With a finite number N of such
minima, as we expect in string theory, the locations
of the boundary of the band would be unaltered for
N  1 but there would be N discrete energy levels
each separated by ∼ E/N .The instanton calculation can be extended in a nat-
ural way to field theory. The energy of a state is re-
placed by the energy density because the basic degrees
of freedom in field theory are oscillators at each point
in space rather than single particles. In Minkowski
space, the total energy required to tunnel though such a
barrier is infinite, so no tunneling occurs. However, in
de Sitter space, spatial sections are finite. Whilst tun-
neling is somewhat suppressed, it is not turned off [9].
The situation we are discussing in cosmology is like
the quantum mechanical setup we just described, but
for the physical interpretation of the instantons. We
assume that in the absence of supersymmetry break-
ing, no vacuum energy is generated. Once supersym-
metry is broken, there is a potential with many min-
ima. Eigenstates of the Hamiltonian will not have
wavefunctions concentrated only in a single minimum.
Hawking–Moss tunneling removes the degeneracies,
pushing one level up and the other down repeatedly
as new levels appear. Our results should be applicable
whatever the actual nature of the potential, for more or
less the same reasons that the band structure of solids
is more or less independent of the material.
Now we apply Hawking–Moss instanton methods
to estimate the spectrum and energy density of the
ground state band. For definiteness, suppose that the
potential consists of a d-dimensional hypercubic lat-
tice of minima at (n1, . . . , nd), in field space separated
by barriers of height and width roughly H . d is deter-
mined by which minima can communicate with each
other via instantons.
For each direction, introduce a separate θ variable,
so that our states are described by (θ1, . . . , θd). Let
(1)Mθ ′1,...,θ ′d , θ1...θd =
〈{θ ′i }∣∣e−HtE/h¯∣∣{θi}〉
and evaluate this expression in a box of volume V .
For large tE, M→∏i δ(θ ′i − θi)e−ρ({θi })V tE/h¯ where
ρ({θi}) is the energy density of the lowest band de-
scribed by {θi}. Then
Mθ ′1,...,θ ′d , θ1...θd
=
(
d∏
i=1
δ(θ ′i − θi)
)
e2
∑d
i=1KV tE cos θie−S0/h¯
(2)× e−ρ0V tE/h¯
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fore a general expression for ρ is
(3)ρ({θi})= ρ0 − 2 d∑
i=1
K cos θie−S0/h¯.
Thus there is a band of discrete energy levels, with
the lowest energy density ρmin found by choosing all
the θi to vanish, so the lowest level is an amount
∼ 2Kde−S0/h¯ lower than its original energy (density).
To understand this, let us examine these instan-
tons and their connections. Each instanton describes
the tunneling amplitude between one particular mini-
mum of the potential and one that is adjacent to it in
field space, that is between, for example (n1, . . . , ni,
. . . , nd) and (n1, . . . , ni +1, . . . , nd). This is quite dif-
ferent from the quantum mechanical example. Here,
the minima of the potential are not points in phys-
ical space, but rather describe particular Calabi–
Yau spaces corresponding to a particular vacuum
state [14]. The precise nature of the Calabi–Yau space
would then determine the physics of the low-energy
world (particle spectrum, coupling constants, masses,
etc.) if the wavefunction could be so localized. But the
wavefunction must spread out over all of these vacua
or at least some “superselection” sector. We expect
that the wavefunction of the universe will therefore
be some superposition of many of these Calabi–Yau
vacua. Presumably low-energy physics is determined
statistically from the properties of these many vacua.
Thus the transitions are not spacetime tunneling from
one metastable state to another, but rather a mecha-
nism for a non-perturbative calculation of the energy
spectrum.
This is to be contrasted with the usual cosmologi-
cal uses of instantons in which they provide a mecha-
nism by which the universe can start in some particular
vacuum state and evolve, by a quantum mechanical
tunneling process, to a new vacuum. There are two
types of instanton that have been used to describe
such processes. The first (historically) is the Coleman–
DeLuccia [16] instanton which is not appropriate for
us. In the absence of gravitation, their instanton has
a size that is inversely proportional to the difference
in the classical energy densities between the two ad-
jacent minima. Since the minima are degenerate for
purposes of calculating the spectrum, the difference
is zero and so the size must be very large. Thus thisinstanton would have a physical dimension that is po-
tentially greater than the size of the universe. The uni-
verse we are describing is Euclidean de Sitter, as the
effective cosmological constant is positive for the ini-
tial instants relevant for us. The universe has spatial
extent that is finite. So the instanton of [16] is not
relevant. Even though this picture is modified by the
inclusion of gravitation, the modifications are slight
and do not affect the above conclusion [16,17]. The
second is the so-called Hawking–Moss [17] instanton
for which the values of the fields are constant in space
and such that one sits at the top of the potential bar-
rier between adjacent vacua. In Minkowski space the
resultant action S0 for this instanton would also be in-
finite, and the corresponding amplitude would vanish.
But in Euclidean de Sitter space with finite spatial vol-
ume the contribution is finite, and the amplitudes are
not suppressed. We have estimated the action for this
instanton [9].
We now need to estimate K. To one loop, it is given
by the ratio of the determinants of operators governing
the fluctuations of the quantum fields in our problem
evaluated in the presence of the instanton field to op-
erators evaluated without. There is a large literature
on such objects, see for example [18]. The determi-
nants in the absence (presence) of the instanton depend
only on H and the curvature at the bottom (top) of the
potential well. Presumably both curvatures are also of
order H since they vanish in the absence of supersym-
metry breaking. Thus we expect that roughly K∼ H 4
in the early universe.
If we could calculate d and N we would just
insert their values and determine the ground state
energy density. Since that cannot yet be done, we
can at best reverse the procedure and only ask if
the observed ρde could result from reasonable val-
ues for K, d and N . We assume H ∼ 1013–16 GeV. If
the approach is basically correct then N  ρ0/ρde ∼
10110, and K ∼ H 4, and S0 ∼ 1. Then Kd ∼ ρ0 ∼
H 2m2pl so d ∼ m2pl/H 2  1012. Since d 	 N the ap-
proximations should be reliable. Rather amazingly,
these figures do not appear to contradict any known
facts or estimates about string theory compactifica-
tion.
Finally, consider relaxation to the ground state.
Qualitatively, we expect that the relaxation time for
the universe to cascade to the lowest levels is small,
because the levels are closely spaced or even overlap-
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transitions additional energy density is dumped in, and
then radiated. For this picture to be valid it is neces-
sary that the cascades take place sufficiently rapidly,
which is easier to achieve if the levels have widths at
least of the order of their splitting. At present, we are
unable to estimate the widths of these levels. However
with so many levels the rapid cascading seems entirely
plausible. In addition the presence of a Hawking tem-
perature increases the relaxation rate. Since vacuum
energy couples to gravity, graviton emission will be an
important way to carry the energy away [19]. Possibly
other processes also can contribute, e.g. the production
of branes [13].
While we do not have a proof that the ground state
energy is at a positive energy density, we note that
the mixing of vacua turns off in anti-de Sitter space-
time, so we expect the mixing not to change one from
de Sitter. In addition, we can give a qualitative argu-
ment about the heights and lengths of the potential.
Naïvely, the level of quantum fluctuation energy den-
sity is ∼ H 2m2pl, while the potential after supersym-
metry breaking is ∼ H 4. Since H is presumably a few
orders of magnitude less than mpl at the beginning of
inflation, one expects that all the minima are at positive
energy compared to the zero level before supersymme-
try is broken. Then either (a) generically ρde > 0 but
smaller than the observed dark energy, which arises
from some other source, or (b) in the ground state
ρde ∼ H 2m2pl ≈ (3 × 10−3 eV)4. If (b) were the case,
our approach would also explain “why now”, but to
show this we would have to actually know enough
about string theory and its vacua and inflation to cal-
culate the ground state energy density, which of course
is not presently possible.
The cosmological constant is a persistent problem
for supergravity and string-based model building. Our
approach suggests that the solution to the cosmolog-
ical constant problem will have little impact on other
aspects of models, such as soft breaking Lagrangian
parameters or Yukawa couplings or CP violation prop-
erties.
A very interesting consequence of our approach is
that our world is not in a single minimum of the po-
tential but rather a superposition of many. We would
expect that the vacua that mix must all have the same
number of families, Standard Model gauge group andall similar properties, so the set of vacua that mix can
be a tiny fraction of the total number of vacua, yet still
a large number of order 10100. Presumably then all of
the properties of the world that are shared by all of
the connected states, a sort of superselection set such
as the number of families, the Standard Model gauge
group, softly broken N = 1 supersymmetry, etc., can
be derived even though the ground state wave func-
tion of the universe is a superposition. However, some
theorists have argued that vacua with different sets of
such properties may be connected, so further study
will be necessary to understand the superposition is-
sue [10].
We have presented a mechanism that under certain
assumptions may be able to deal with the large cosmo-
logical constant fine-tuning problem(s). To establish
that it indeed does, will require having to have a bet-
ter understanding of the number of connected string
vacua, the relaxation issues and the interactions con-
necting different vacua and perhaps other issues. If this
approach is valid an anthropic approach is not neces-
sary to understand why the cosmological constant is
small, and presumably the observed value (and other
observables) will be calculable. We are presently ex-
amining these questions.
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